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ABSTRACT 

Text Summarization is compressing the source text into a 

shorter version preserving its information content and overall 

meaning. It is very complicated for human beings to manually 

summarize large documents of text. Text summarization plays 

an important role in the area of natural language processing 

and text mining. Many approaches use statistics and machine 

learning techniques to extract sentences from documents. This 

paper presents an new approach for concept-based automatic 

multi-document summarization using machine learning.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is an area of research and 

application that analyze how computers are used for 

understanding and manipulating natural language text or 

speech to achieve the desired tasks. The goal of NLP 

researchers is to create an appropriate tools and techniques to 

make computer systems understand and manipulate natural 

languages by gathering the knowledge on how people 

understand and use languages [1]. There are more useful goals 

for NLP; most of them are related to the particular application 

for which it is being employed. The aim of the NLP system is 

to represent the exact meaning and purpose of the user’s 

inquiry, which can be expressed in a usual language as if they 

were speaking to a reference librarian. Moreover, the contents 

of the documents that are being searched will be represented 

at all their levels of meaning so that a true match between 

need and reply can be found, despite how they are represented 

in their surface form [2]. Researchers mainly focus on 

techniques that have been developed in Information Retrieval 

[13] [15], while most try to influence both IR approaches and 

some features of NLP [14] [15]. In recent years there has been 

an explosion of on-line unstructured information in multiple 

languages, thus natural language processing technologies such 

as automatic text summarization have become increasingly 

important for the information retrieval applications.   

 

Generally, text summarization [11, 12, 22-25] is the process 

of reducing a given text content into a shorter version by 

keeping its main content intact and thus conveying the actual 

desired meaning [3]. The summarization task can be classified 

as, either generic or query-oriented. A query-oriented 

summary presents the information which is salient to the 

given queries, whereas a generic summary provides an overall 

sense of the document’s content. Document summarization 

can also be classified along two diverse dimensions such as 

abstract-based and extract-based. An extract-summary 

contains the sentences that are extracted from the document, 

whereas an abstract-summary may use words and phrases that 

do not present in the original document [5]. Abstraction 

involves recognizing a set of extracted sentences together 

constitute something new, that is not explicitly present in the 

source, and then substitute them in the summary with the new 

concept. Since the new material is not described in the 

original text, the system must have access to external 

information of some type such as, ontology or a knowledge 

base, and be able to perform combinatory inference [6]. 

Extraction method arranges the important sentences and 

comprises them into a summary. This method splits the 

document summarization task into three subtasks: 1) Ranking 

sentences based on their importance of being part in the 

summary, 2) Removing redundancy while extracting the 

salient sentences, 3) Systematizing the extracted sentences 

into a summary [7]. 

 

The automatic text summarization has two types of 

approaches: extraction and abstraction. The extraction method 

summarizes the text by using a limited number of sentences 

extracted from the original text, whereas the abstraction 

method produces a new, shorter text.  Most research in 

automatic summarization has paid more attention on 

extraction, i.e., finding the most important clauses / sentences 

/ paragraphs in texts [28] [29]. Extraction algorithms have a 

strong propensity to choose lengthy sentences from the text. 

The word frequency and distribution are often important, and 

are higher in lengthy sentences even when the sentence length 

is shortened. The resulting summary can be further reduced by 

shortening the extracted sentences and so that the gist of the 

sentence is preserved. Such summaries can surely reduce 

reading time of the user. Though, the extracting is a simple 

and robust method, it suffers from a number of problems. The 

one of the problem we focus is that the extracted sentences 

may be verbose and not achieve the goal of summarizing the 

document satisfactorily [27, 30].  

 

Traditionally, summarization is made by humans, but due to 

the information overload problem, we must try to find the 

automatic way for summarization. Automatic text 

summarization is a well studied area and recently it has 

received a great attention due to vast amount of textual 

information available in electronic format [4]. Automatic Text 

Summarization is a method in which a computer summarizes 
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a text. A text is provided to the computer and it returns a 

concise and redundant-less extract of the original text. 

Summaries originate from two categories of text sources, a 

single document or a document sets [36]. Single document 

summarization can be defined as the process of creating a 

summary from a single text document. Multi-document 

summarization is the method of shortening, not just a single 

document, but a collection of related documents, into a single 

summary [37]. Commonly, a precise summary should be 

pertinent, short and articulate. In other words, the summary 

should meet the major concepts of the original document set, 

should be redundant-less and ordered [38]. These attributes 

are the basis of the generation process of the summary. The 

quality of summary is sensitive for those attributes relating to 

how the sentences are scored on the basis of the employed 

features. Consequently, the estimation of the efficacy of each 

attribute could result the mechanism to distinguish the 

attributes possessing high priority and low priority [39].  

2. MOTIVATIONS FOR THE 

RESEARCH 
Due to the increase in large volumes of information, 

companies can suffer from information overload and they may 

lose track in receiving the purposeful information. So, it is a 

time consuming task to scan through each of the long 

document [18]. A shorter version of the document that 

includes only the essential information is more beneficial for 

most information seekers. Therefore, implementing a text 

summarization system to create a summary needs more 

attention. In recent research, the text summarization has 

received a great deal of interest. It has the potential to 

summarize information automatically and present results to 

the end user in a compressed, yet complete form, which would 

help to solve the problem such as information overload. 

Further, for an Internet application, efficiency, even on large 

documents, is of substantial importance [19]. An efficient 

summarization method should satisfy the following three key 

requirements: • Diversity: A good document summary should 

be succinct and have as few redundant sentences as possible, 

i.e., two sentences giving same information should not be both 

present in the summary. In fact, employing diversity in 

summarization can efficiently decrease the redundancy among 

the sentences. • Coverage: The summary should enclose every 

important features of the document. By taking coverage into 

account, the loss of information in summarization can be 

reduced. • Balance: The summary should highlight the various 

features of the document in a balanced way. An unbalanced 

summary often cause great confusion about the general idea 

of the original document [17]. 

 

Text summarization focuses on the problem of selecting the 

most significant portions of the text, such as clauses, 

sentences, and paragraphs, and the problem of producing 

coherent summaries: in the context of multi-document 

summarization; in the context of revising single document 

extracts; in the context of headline generation; in the context 

of operations derived from an analysis of human written 

abstracts; in the context of sentence compression [20] [21]. 

The summarization analyze different levels of the text and 

determines which information in the text is relevant for a 

given summarization task. This determination of the 

importance of information in the source depends on a number 

of interacting factors such as the nature and type of the source 

text, the desired compression, and the information required by 

the application. The information needs must be able to address 

the user’s needs effectively, and a summary of a text 

according to the user’s interests and expertise must be 

considered, i.e., user focused summary vs. generic summary 

[21]. Automatic summarization is a technique, which enables 

a computer to summarize a larger text into a shorter form 

without any redundancy [26]. The benefits of automatic text 

summarization system’s availability increase the need for 

existence of such system [23]. 

 

In general, a multi-document summary possesses some 

notable merits over a single-document summary. It offers a 

domain summary of a topic based on a document set 

representing identical information in several documents, 

distinct information in separate documents, and association 

between sections of information across various documents. It 

can enable the user to look in for more information on certain 

facets of interest, and look into the distinctive single-

document summaries [37]. Most of the similar techniques 

employed in single-document summarization are also 

employed in multi-document summarization. There exist 

some notable disparities [13]: (1) The degree of redundancy 

contained in a group of topically-related articles is 

considerably greater than the redundancy degree within an 

article, since each article is appropriate to illustrate the most 

important point and also the required shared background. So, 

anti-redundancy methods play a vital role. (2) The 

compression ratio (that is the summary size with regard to the 

size of the document set) will considerably be lesser for a vast 

collection topically related documents than for single 

document summaries. When compression demands get 

intensified, summarization becomes challenging. (3) The co-

reference problem in summarization possesses still bigger 

challenges for multi-document than for single-document 

summarization [31]. 

3. REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS 
A handful of research works available in the literature deals 

about the automatic text summarization for single document 

and multiple documents. Here, we briefly reviewed some of 

the recent related works available in the text summarization 

field. 

 

Dragomir R. Radev et al. [8] have presented a multi-

document summarizer, MEAD, which created summaries by 

employing cluster centroids generated by topic detection and 

tracking system. It discussed two techniques, a centroid-based 

summarizer, and an evaluation scheme on the grounds of 

sentence utility and subsumption. The assessment was 

subjected to single and also multiple document summaries. In 

the end, they elaborated about two user studies that test the 

models of multi-document summarization.  

 

Florian Boudin et al. [9] have presented a technique to topic-

oriented multi-document summarization. It analyzed the 

efficacy of employing additional information about the 

document set all together, in addition to individual documents. 

The NEO-CORTEX, a multi-document summarization system 

on the basis of the available CORTEX system was furnished. 

Results are accounted for experiments with a document base 

created by the NIST DUC-2005 and DUC-2006 data. It was 

also showed that NEO-CORTEX was a competent system and 

realized better performance on topic-oriented multi-document 

summarization task. 
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Fu Lee Wang et al. [10] have presented a multi-document 

summarization system to obtain the critical information from 

terrorism incidents. News articles of a terrorism happening 

were arranged into a hierarchical tree structure. Fractal 

summarization model was used to produce a summary for all 

the news stories.  

 

Yan Liu et al. [16] have proposed a document summarization 

framework via deep learning model, which has demonstrated 

distinguished extraction ability in document summarization. 

The framework consists of three parts of concepts extraction, 

summary generation, and reconstruction validation. A query-

oriented extraction technique was proposed to concentrate 

information distributed in multiple documents to hidden units 

layer by layer. Then, the whole deep architecture was fine-

turned by minimizing the information loss in reconstruction 

validation part. According to the concepts extracted from deep 

architecture, dynamic programming was used to seek most 

informative set of sentences as the summary. Experiments on 

three benchmark dataset demonstrated the effectiveness of the 

proposed framework and algorithms. 

 

Shasha Xie and Yang Liu [32] have used a supervised 

learning approach for the summarization task and also used a 

classifier to determine whether to choose a sentence in the 

summary based on an affluent set of features. They have 

addressed two important problems related with the supervised 

classification approach. Firstly a diverse sampling technique 

has been proposed to handle the imbalanced data problem for 

the task in which the summary sentences are the minority 

class. Secondly a regression model has been used rather than 

binary classification for reframing the extractive 

summarization task in order to deal with human annotation 

disagreement problem. 

 

Allan Borra et al. [33] have aimed to develop a system that 

would be able to summarize a given document while still 

maintaining the reliability and saliency in the text. To achieve 

this, two main existing methods such as keyword extraction 

and discourse analysis based on Rhetorical Structure Theory 

(RST) have been included in ATS by the system architecture.  

 

Rafeeq Al-Hashemi [34] has used an extractive technique to 

solve the problem with the idea of extracting the keywords, 

even if it does not exist explicitly within the text. The main 

role of their proposed project is the design of the keyword 

extraction subsystem which supports to select the more 

meaningful sentences to be in the summary. Their model 

contain four stages, mainly for the purpose of eliminating the 

stop words, extracting the keywords, ranking the sentences 

based on the keywords available in the sentences and finally 

for reducing the sentences using KFIDF measurement.  

Gianluca Demartini et al. [35] have created an entity labeled 

corpus with temporal information beyond the TREC 2004 

Novelty collection. They have developed and analyzed several 

features, and have demonstrated that an article’s history could 

be used to enhance its summarization. The task of Entity 

Summarization (ES) is:  given a query, a significant document 

and possibly a set of previous related documents (the history 

of the document), retrieve a set of entities which best 

summarizes the document. 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
The primary intention of our research is to design and develop 

a system for concept-based automatic multi-document 

summarization using learning mechanism. With the intention 

of the framework available in [16], the learning mechanism 

and the concept model will be utilized in the proposed system. 

Initially, the input to the system will be multiple documents 

that have to be summarized. The documents utilized for text 

summarization is prepared by a set of preprocessing steps 

namely, sentence segmentation, tokenization, stop words 

removal and word stemming. Then, the concepts of every 

document are identified using the mutual information defined 

in the information retrieval. Then, the preprocessed 

documents will be given to feature extraction, which involves 

the identification of significance features like sentence length, 

term weight, thematic features, title features, key phrases, 

numerical data, and more. The proper learning mechanism 

will be used to learn the features extracted from the 

documents. Then, the most important sentences will be 

extracted as a summary from the multiple documents. Block 

diagram of the work is shown below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
Automatic text summarization is an old challenge but the 

current research direction leans towards emerging trends in 

biomedicine, education domains, emails and blogs. This is 

due to the fact that there is information overload in these 

areas, especially on the World Wide Web. To study the 

cognitive aspect of text summarization we feel that use of 

machine learning is very helpful. Our approach will produce 

the considerable precision measures. In future we will try to 

implement this aspect to improve the performance of text 

summarization system. 
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